SEL-3094
Interface Converter, IEEE C37.94 Compliant, Communications Device

Part Number: 30940C

Firmware
Standard

Communications Port
- EIA-422 (56/64 kbps) / EIA-485 (9.6 kbps, 4-Wire)
- ITU G.703 (64 kbps)
- EIA-232 (9.6 kbps)

Packaging
- 1/2 Rack Horizontal Mount
- Part of Two-Device Rack-Mount Package (refer to order form WI-3470, SEL-9921)
- 19" Horizontal Rack Mount with Bracket (bracket on right side in front view)
- Wall / Surface Mount

Application Example (SEL-311L or SEL-311LH)
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**Figure 1.** The SEL-3094 converts IEEE C37.94 compliant relays with non-compliant digital multiplexers.

Application Example (SEL-3094)
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**Figure 2.** The SEL-3094 interfaces EIA-232 relays to multiplexers and switching equipment.

For additional applications, reference the SEL-3094 Instruction Manual.

Other SEL IEEE C37.94 compliant products:
- SEL-311L Line Current Differential Relay
- SEL-2594 Contact Transfer Module
- SEL-2595 Rack-Mount Contact Transfer Module
- SEL-2126 Fiber-Optic Transfer Switch
- SEL-2894 Interface Converter

Accessories
- Bracket to Convert Single Rack Mount to 19" Rack Mount - P1436

Contact SEL Customer Service to obtain parts and instructions for converting among mounting hardware options shown in Packaging.

*Making Electric Power Safer, More Reliable, and More Economical*